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I.

Introduction

As one of the 10 major solar photovoltaic project development companies in Germany,
SUNfarming GmbH has, to date, realized over 400 MWp solar systems both free field and
rooftop of which the company group owns 70 MWp. We have achieved with our photovoltaic
(PV) plants more than 9.7% output than forecasted. An independent auditor who performs
account controls determines these results every year.
SUNfarming core business is national and international project development of highquality PV open space plants or large roof plants financed, constructed and operated by us. Our
shareholders obtain substantial decade-long experience in biomass production and project
development of PV plants.
Throughout our 12 years’ experience carrying out solar photovoltaic projects, not only in
Europe but also in Africa and the Middle East, we have realized that education, sustainable job
creation and food security are essential factors that should be included in our solutions. That
is how Food & Energy was born.

II. Food & Energy Approach
SUNfarming has developed a combination between high quality solar photovoltaic plants
and food production. The Food & Energy solution consists of newly developed solar
greenhouse constructions and modified free-field PV systems, which can be used to grow
vegetables, fruit and flowers.

Figure 1: For our SUNfarming Greenhouse Food & Energy solution, we designed substructure racks with transparent
SUNfarming PV modules to fulfill greenhouse criteria by providing protection to the crops from wind, rain, hail and sun
combined with custom- made drip irrigation.
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Figure 2: In 2 hectares SUNfarming Food & Energy Free Field open areas, photovoltaic plants of 1MWp and more capacity can
be installed along with crops that are able to grow in land with poor soil and moisture.

Clean energy generation, food production, job creation, education and water management
are the key elements integrated into the SUNfarming Food & Energy solution.
a. SUNfarming Solar Training Centers
SUNfarming Solar Training Centers are the result of our company’s effort to offer, not
only German technology and expertise, but also education and jobs through cooperation with
educational institutions.
In 2008, we established the Syrian Solar Training Center in Aleppo in cooperation with
the DEG/BMZ and the University of Aleppo. For over two years, before the civil war in Syria
began, we developed solar modules applicable in high-temperature regions, abrasion by sand
and extreme irradiation. In 2013, SUNfarming starts with DEG and the North West University
in Potchefstroom (Republic of South Africa) the next Solar Training Center where more than
600 people have been trained. Some years later, in 2015, a Public-Private Partnership between
SUNfarming, GIZ / BMZ was carried out, this time, to open a new center in the SENATI Institute
in Peru. As an outcome of this initiative, over 80 instructors have been trained to keep on
transferring the Photovoltaic Technologies all around Peru.

Figure 3: The Solar Training Center in Lima (Peru)

Figure 4: Opening of the Solar Training Center in Aleppo (Syria)
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The Food & Energy solution is part of SUNfarming in partnership with Alensys’ Training
Center initiative. In 2015, a demonstration plant was established also at the North West
University (NWU). Currently, it consists of 3 unique SUNfarming greenhouses where not only
vegetables (green lettuce, red lettuce, broccoli, spinach, pepper, tomato and cabbage) are
grown but also sustainable energy is generated by means of photovoltaic panels integrated
into the roofs. A team of experts is responsible for the running and training of agro-solar
technologies and the facilities are also used for research purposes to identify what kind of
crops can be grown under the structure. Jobs for maintenance and bookkeeping are also
guaranteed within this demonstration plant.
Besides master training (train the trainer), workers from local communities are taught to
bring the food and energy technology to rural areas.

Figure 5: The 3 greenhouses of the Food & Energy Training Center at North West University (Rep. of South Africa)

In brief, the Food & Energy Training Center at North West University focuses on
redoubling our company’s efforts to ensure sustainable energy security as well as to provide
sustainable food supply through agro-solar technologies. We strive to fight against
unemployment through education and jobs in resource-poor areas.

Figure 6: Growing vegetables in one of the
greenhouses of the Food & Energy Training Center at
NWU.

Figure 7: Our team of the Food & Energy Training Center
at NWU.
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b. SUNfarming “5 in 1” integrated sustainable model
Energy, food, job creation, education and water management are the key elements
integrated into the unique Food & Energy solution. Our model is applicable especially in
resource-poor or refugee areas in order to actively contribute to the sustainable improvement
of the living conditions of people.
1. Energy Production
The sustainable energy
produced by photovoltaic
generators can be used
for powering the
components of the Food
& Energy systems as well
as for the consumption in
local communities.
2. Food production
Vegetables, fruits and
flowers can be produced
in environments where
crops are protected from
extreme conditions like
wind, rain, hail and sun.

3. Job creation
Up to 50 jobs can be
created among the local
communities per MWp
installed, for shift work,
cultivation, maintenance,
harvesting, marketing
and bookkeeping.
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4. Education
Skill development and
trainings are essential
among SUNfarming’s
goals. Through our Solar
Training Centers, we aim
to transfer technology and
encourage research based
on specific local conditions
and needs.
5. Water Management
Our special drip irrigation
is 20 to 30% more
efficient compared to
regular irrigation
systems. Crops can be
grown with minimum
water consumption in
areas where agriculture
would be barely possible.
Food & Energy systems can also be installed with especial modular educational centers,
where students can live or attend their courses. It is our SUNhome solution.
Local communities can also participate in this initiative. Energy and Food can be
produced efficiently in their lands, so they can benefit by becoming our partners.
Considering the social focus of the “5 in 1” model, the role of public entities is essential.
SUNfarming believes that Power Purchase Agreements with local governments is a way to
guarantee long term cooperation.
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SUNfarming “5 in 1” integrated sustainable model
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Figure 8: SUNfarming Food & Energy “5 in 1” model with SUNhomes
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Figure 9: SUNfarming Food & Energy “5 in 1” model with SUNhomes

1* SF Food & Energy Greenhouse (GH): Nursery for care and plant growth.
2* SF Food & Energy (FF): Special Construction, drip irrigation and Netting (for different seasons).
3* SF SUNhome: Special Rooms for teaching and technical purposes (cooling, packaging rooms and
more).
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III. SUNfarming: Your partner
The cooperation with local partners and universities in your country, in terms of building
and operating “SUNfarming Food & Energy” plants, will have the following outcomes:
1. Establishment of long-term partnerships between local educational institutions,
communities and SUNfarming (with the focus on Food & Energy providing agriculture
technology applications).
2. The partnership providing training to local people in the area of agriculture, solar
energy and e-mobility systems using German high-quality material.
3. Employment. For 1 MW installed of Food & Energy, up to 50 new jobs can be created.
4. Contributing to the development in renewable energy and agriculture sectors, with the
focus on economic weak environments or refugee areas.
5. Creating a secure investment environment in order to access international finances.
The Food & Energy Training Centers offer the cooperation the opportunity:
1. To gather reliable information on specific production conditions in the local market
2. To plan projects for the investment in bigger, commercially used Food & Energy plants.
3. To provide German technology and know-how in energy and agriculture technology.
4. To involve in the investment local communities, municipalities.
5. To become SUNfarming partner.
In brief, through cooperation we seek to lay the groundwork for future investments and
joint ventures between our company group and local communities in your country.

Please contact us to know more about our sustainable cooperation
Food & Energy Model!
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IV.

SUNfarming Food & Energy Gallery

Figure 10:
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Figure 11: Team member inside a greenhouse that has glass-glass photovoltaic modules integrated into the roof
(Food & Energy Training Center at NWU).
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SUNfarming Food & Energy Greenhouses

Figure 12: Cleaning the Greenhouse of the Food & Energy Training Center at NWU.

Figure 13: Food Production at SUNfarming Training Center at NWU.
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SUNfarming Food & Energy Greenhouses

Figure 14: Team of the Food & Energy Training Center at NWU.

Figure 15: Team harvesting the spinach for orders to the market
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Trainees and Students of the Food & Energy Training Center

Figure 16: Team of the Food & Energy Training Center at NWU.

Figure 17: Trainees of the Food & Energy Training Center at NWU.
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SUNfarming Food & Energy Free Field

Figure 18: Combination of squash crops and Free Field Photovoltaics (Germany)

Figure 19: Combination of squash crops and Free Field Photovoltaics (Germany).
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SUNfarming SUNhome and Carports

Figure 20: SUNfarming SUNhome in Erkner Germany

Figure 21: SUNfarming SUNhome and Carport in Erkner Germany
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SUNfarming SUNhome

Figure 22: SUNfarming SUNhome in Erkner Germany

Figure 23: SUNfarming SUNhome in Erkner Germany
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SUNfarming E-Mobility

Figure 24: SUNfarming e-mobility vehicles: e-Bike and e-Scooters in South Africa

Figure 25: SUNfarming e-mobility carports for e-cars, e-bikes and e-scooters in South Africa
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